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Subject: Reception services for migrants: inconsistencies between allocated funds and standards 
provided

The Italian State delegates the management of first assistance and reception centres to social 
cooperatives. Despite the average daily allowance for each migrant (approximately EUR 45), the 
health and hygiene conditions do not meet minimum standards of decency. Press reports constantly 
set out discouraging figures on the inadequacy and inefficiency of their management, and denounce, 
in addition to the overcrowding, the lack of respect for human dignity through the persistent violation 
of health and hygiene standards. Migrants are forced to sleep in the open air, without even the 
comfort of a blanket, and to live aside stray dogs that freely access the centres and urinate on their 
few personal belongings (children have apparently contracted head lice within the centres’ premises). 
Furthermore, the duration of the migrants’ stay in the centres is bewildering and suspicious, as it lasts 
well beyond the 35 days provided for by law. The risk is that the reception will become an all-out 
detention, simply fuelling the ‘‘murky’ economy surrounding the usual emergency industry. A serious 
situation also occurred at the Porto Empedocle centre which houses migrants:  someone suffering 
from scabies was discharged and brought back onto the site without being isolated, and was 
expected to get better around other people, despite the obvious risk of contagion.

In light of the inhuman conditions denounced by the media, and considering the amount allocated to 
first assistance and reception services, does the Commission not believe that the above situations 
show not only a failure to respect the criteria of efficiency and value for money, but above all, that they 
show clear violations of relevant rules and laws, as well as violations of fundamental human rights?

Can the Commission say whether  Italy requested European funding for these centres, especially 
through the European Refugee Fund, before the statement by President Barroso on 9 October 2013, 
in which he called for the allocation of additional funds, (up to EUR 30 million) in order to assist 
refugees in Italy?  What is the current status of this new funding, precisely?

Can the Commission list in detail the actions of the European Asylum Support Office (EASO) Special 
Support Plan to be undertaken once it has been signed? Can it provide a copy of this plan?


